Developer Internship with Darwin

Company
Darwin is a startup company working on creating the Youtube for podcasts. We aim to introduce digital ads into the podcast medium, thereby enabling podcasters to monetize content and advertisers to better target ads. Located right on UCLA’s campus, Darwin has access to cutting edge accelerator office space and a network of talented business leaders. Join us to create, learn, and have a blast!

Check this YouTube video to learn more about Darwin: https://youtu.be/CYZjAxeCf8s

Internship
- Developer internship
- Located on campus at UCLA Anderson Accelerator space, potentially remote work
- Winter and Spring quarters, flexible hours

Basic Qualifications
- Pursuing Bachelor’s degree in Computer Science
- Experience developing applications for web, iOS, and/or Android
- Strong analytical and communication skills

Preferred Qualifications
- Experience with database technologies, preferably Apache Cassandra
- Experience in quality assurance or willing to learn
- Dynamic and creative self-starter

Responsibilities
- Assist web, iOS, and/or Android application integrated with 3rd party APIs
- Build front end UI on IOS, Android, or Web
- Own the database design process for the mobile app
- Participate in all facets of business planning and company presentations as needed

Benefits
- Direct Involvements in product management and project management
- Learn about entrepreneurship and venture financing through interaction with members of the Anderson accelerator. Meet top entrepreneurs, investors, and experts
- Gain access to direct mentorship, networking opportunities with the business school cohort
- Build skills in business planning, public speaking, and more

To apply, please email resume to: Thejashree.lakshman.rao.2018@anderson.ucla.edu, Xiao.cheng.2018@anderson.ucla.edu